The Steep Price of Neglecting Your Security
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I. Great Opportunity, Even Greater Risk
Technology. The Internet. The cloud. The opportunities for businesses have never been better. And the risks
have never been greater.
Businesses have moved their operations online in increasing numbers, taking advantage of the efficiency and economies of scale
afforded by the cloud. Telepresence and the Internet of Things have brought an online twist onto otherwise offline concerns.
More and more, businesses have to be constantly connected – or risk being left behind by the competition.
But how much attention are you paying to the risks of going online? It’s not the 90s anymore – you can’t just slap an antivirus
program on your network and call it a day. The threats awaiting unprepared systems are too varied – and too powerful – to ignore:
Runaway complexity.
Today’s all-pervasive use of
technology means that corporate
environments are now more difficult
to secure – but the importance of
maintaining security has
increased exponentially.

An ever-changing threat
environment.
The migration of most essential
business operations from offline to
online has painted bigger, brighter
targets for malevolent elements to
aim for.

Consider the increasing
interconnectivity between
companies and outside partners.
Businesses attempting to optimize
their supply chains now allow more
vendors and customers to connect
to their networks – lowering
barriers to communication,
but simultaneously increasing
vulnerability to outside attacks.
(Weaknesses in the supply chain
account for an estimated 80 percent
of data breaches.) 1

Cybercriminals, hacktivists and
state-sponsored hackers now
take advantage of a global trend
toward increasing reliance on the
cloud, their methods increasing in
sophistication as corporate defenses
struggle to adapt.

In a recent study from Citrix and
the Ponemon Institute, over 80
percent of the study’s respondents
felt that the complexity of their
IT operations jeopardized their
organizations’ security,2 and 75
percent admitted being unprepared
for security challenges brought by
developments like the Internet of
Things and Bring Your Own Device
(BYOD).

Malware can hijack internetconnected devices for use in
denial of service (DDOS) attacks.
Government agencies’ online
resources are constantly under siege
from attacks sponsored by foreign
nations. And businesses can be
compromised from both outside and
within: a Trend Micro study found
that insider leaks account for up to
12 percent of breaches. 3

1 Mello, John P. (2014, February 3). Target Fiasco Shines Light on Supply Chain Attacks, retrieved from http://www.technewsworld.com/story/79908.htm
2 Ponemon Institute – January 2017 – https://www.citrix.com/it-security/resources/ponemon-security-study.html
3 Budd, Christopher (2015, October 1). Debunking Breach Myths: Who is Stealing Your Data?, retrieved from https://blog.trendmicro.com/debunking-breach-myths-who-isstealing-your-data/
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Regulators on your tail.
When it comes to protecting
their own internal IT assets as
well as the IT assets of clients,
corporations can no longer afford
to pass the buck: regulators require
corporations to demonstrate their
security credentials, holding them
accountable on behalf of clients,
business partners and
the government.

Threats to your reputation.
Trust is an intangible but essential
asset for companies. System
downtime, cyber-attacks and insider
mischief can damage a business’
reputation and summon regulators’
unwanted attention. Fines, financial
losses and stock crashes can result
from all that lost confidence, easily
taking the whole company down.

Industry-specific objectives
govern the type of regulatory
regime demanding compliance:
the Sarbanes Oxley Act applies
to publicly-held companies,
the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act to
financial services providers, and
the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) to
healthcare providers.

Faced with threats of this magnitude, most businesses
deny the obvious. Many make do with defensive retrofits
of their existing infrastructure, refusing to allocate the
right amount of resources to the job as it’s not perceived to
provide a significant return on investment.

Individual states, too, may enforce
specific laws relating to security and
privacy; California, Massachusetts
and Wisconsin have stringent
requirements aiming to safeguard
confidential customer information.
New York state tops them all with
a 2017 cybersecurity regulation
that extensively covers banking,
insurance, and financial
services companies.

These patchwork approaches can’t scale proportionately
to meet evolving challenges. Incremental upgrades or
additions cannot respond quickly enough to
contemporary threats.
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II. Three Levels of Security
To be ready for any of these challenges, security needs to be part of your business’ operations from the ground
up. You need to implement an end-to-end strategy that incorporates security into your deepest business foundations.
A strategy that All Covered can create and implement for your business.
All Covered Managed IT Services (All Covered Care – Secure and Protect) make all the difference: a whole-organization,
end-to-end approach that enables an airtight security environment, one that is structured to match your business’ needs.
A bakery’s security threshold will be vastly different from a bank’s or a law firm’s; for starters, the latter two operate under
separate regulatory regimes that simply don’t apply to the former. All Covered offers multiple levels of security that
match the security threshold required by individual customers.
All Covered Care
Secure and Protect

All Covered Care
Secure and Protect Advanced

All Covered Care
Secure and Protect Ultimate

24x7 Remote Monitoring
(RMON) of your network
and regular Vulnerability
Scanning, backed by a
skilled team to review and
remediate issues.

This degree of protection provides
Level 1 protection features, along with
Unified Threat Management that
monitors all traffic between your
network and the outside world.

The highest level of protection we
offer combines the features in Level
1 and 2 with Security Information
and Event Management: a
regimen of unceasing surveillance
over every byte of data in your
servers and computers.

Protection against Spam and
Viruses all the way to the
end users’ computers, with
automatic updating.
Patching of servers to
protect against the
latest threats.

Think of UTM as an incredibly efficient
sentry at the gate: this service watches
data coming in and out, flags anything
that may conceivably threaten your
network (network intrusions; spam;
illegitimate login attempts), and stops
it before it can enter.
The service also automatically updates
to cover new threats on the horizon.

Our SOC (Security Operations
Center) keeps watch over your
network 24x7, 365 days a year,
collecting and reviewing critical
security event information and
deploying a robust response to
every potential threat.

Web Content Filtering of
potentially dangerous pages.
Ongoing Security Training
for your users against email
phishing and ransomware,
through security training and
ongoing phishing simulations.

For All Covered, security isn’t just an insurance policy against
one-off events; we see it as a persistent mindset that influences
your decisions and permeates all aspects of your operations.
You’ll find that mindset at work in all managed professional
services we provide our clients – remote monitoring, patch
management, helpdesk and network support, to name a few.
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III. Responding to Unique Challenges
All Covered’s security portfolio allows our Managed IT Services to respond to the unique challenges faced
by various verticals.

Financial Institutions: Support for Security
Banks, credit unions and other
financial institutions deal with
constant oversight by government
regulatory bodies. Relevant
regulations governing financial
institutions have grown increasingly
complex: the law now mandates
the appointment of an Information
Security Officer (ISO) to see to it that
internal security meets minimum

regulatory standards, and ensure
follow-through on all
compliance issues.
While the ISO role cannot be
outsourced, All Covered can
support them with a cost-effective
and scalable virtual ISO (vISO)
program. The VISO can ensure
alignment between operations and

risk strategy, make sense of the
regulatory compliance issues facing
the organization, and implement
security measures to mitigate
cyber threats.

Law Firms: Secure Information Wherever it Goes
Law firms deal with massive
amounts of confidential data,
sharing them with partners
and clients on a regular basis.
Unfortunately, this places them
squarely between hackers on one
side, and concerned regulators on
the other.
Hackers take advantage of law
firms’ tendency toward antiquated
technology and bare-bones IT
staff, believing (often correctly)
that corporate data can be most
easily stolen through insufficientlyprotected third parties. Clients and
corporations respond by holding
their law firms to restrictive and

costly security and
compliance standards.
With these challenges, how can law
firms safely share the right version
of documents with a select group
of people?
All Covered Legal can set up law
firms with document management
systems (DMS) that restrict content
only to approved parties, along with
versioning and auditing capabilities.
For an even greater level of
protection, All Covered partner
Seclore offers Enterprise Rights
Management services that

automatically and persistently
secure sensitive information,
wherever it goes within the network
– from the server to a personal
device to the cloud.
In practical terms, Seclore
automatically protects reports
and other data files as soon as
they leave your firm applications
and transactional systems. Only
authorized users will be allowed
access, and only as far as their
permissions allow them. All access
to data will be logged and centrally
reported in real time – and files selfdelete after a set expiry date (say,
when a contract expires).
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All Covered Legal can set up law firms with document
management systems (DMS) that restrict content only
to approved parties
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Education: Protect Students’ Vulnerable Data
By some accounts, higher education
accounts for 15 to 17 percent of
data breaches. The young age
of the victims, and the treasure
trove of information stored in
school databases, make schools
a particularly tempting target for
cybercriminals looking to hit
pay dirt.

All Covered provides innovative
and cost-effective security services
for the education sector, helping
schools gain the greatest benefits
from technology investments
without the need for a massive
outlay of resources, or the
rearrangement of ever-tightening
school budgets.

Institutions must do more than
protect students’ sensitive data:
they must know how to protect
their critical infrastructure by
anticipating, recognizing, and
foiling attacks.

All Covered’s IT team steps into the
Virtual CIO (vCIO) role, supporting
client institutions with systems and
procedures that leverage the best
possible use of their education

technology solutions. With All
Covered in place, educators can
worry less about keeping their
students’ trust and focus on their
core competency: teaching.
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IV. Customized Care
Whether you’re a three-man small business or a fifty-person law firm, you’ll find All Covered’s security portfolio useful:
pick and choose from a menu of services and customize our care to meet your specific industry-driven needs.
Constant oversight.
Our clients take comfort in All
Covered’s unified management
of IT systems: a team of experts
working in shifts 24x7 to manage
and support your network, servers
and PCs.
Our 24x7 Remote Monitoring
(RMON) team and SOC (Security
Operations Center) monitor servers
and key network elements, and
responds to threats and issues
in real time. Once a critical alert
appears, our engineers can
troubleshoot, fix and escalate the
issue to the appropriate support
resource if necessary.

CONSTANT
OVERSIGHT

Security in the physical realm.
All Covered’s security services work
on the non-virtual plane as well,
thanks to our partnership with
video surveillance systems provider
Mobotix.
Mobotix’s decentralized processing
IP cameras dispense with
centralized network video recorders,
incorporating cutting-edge imagedata compression and image-data
analytics into each camera.
This allows its cameras to perform
a wide range of operations with no
need for human intervention, from
tallying visitor numbers to facial
recognition to smart triggers for
alarms or video recording.

PHYSICAL
SECURITY

Secure multi-functional
peripherals (MFPs).
All Covered’s security covers even
little-noticed elements of the
workplace, such as printers and
other MFPs: a common weak
link in security.
Using Konica Minolta devices
certified in accordance with the
Common Criteria/ISO 15408 EAL3
standard, All Covered places your
printer and scanner network under
the only internationally-recognized
security-testing standards for digital
office products.
Printers, copiers and software
compliant with ISO 15408 EAL3
certification have all undergone a
strict security evaluation, and are
able to satisfy and deliver the kind of
security levels that any digitallytrustworthy business operation
should seek as its minimum.

SECURE
PERIPHERALS
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V. Making Security a Top Priority:
Five Simple Steps
Step 1: Understand Your
Company’s Unique Risks
Go through your business
systematically and identify all potential
security threats. Remember that
threats can come from a variety
of sources - an employee might
download a file from a questionable
website, providing hackers with a
back-door into your entire network; or
an ex-employee with a grudge could
take advantage of unchanged
network passwords

Ready to get started?
Contact All Covered’s
consultants at
866-446-1133.

Step 2: Create a Comprehensive
Plan that Addresses those Risks
Third-party assessment services –
penetration testing and vulnerability
assessments, among others – can
help pinpoint gaps that may expose
your company to risks. Use the
conclusions in the assessment
process to identify shortfalls,
vulnerabilities and other areas
for improvement – then use this
information to create actionable
recommendations to improve your
security standing.

Step 3: Implement the Plan
The National Cyber Security Alliance
advises that any plan should cover
three essential areas: prevention
(reduce the risk of attacks), resolution
(plans and resources to remedy
a present threat), and restitution
(address the repercussions of a
security threat to minimize
loss of trust).4
Step 4: Review the Plan
In 2014 alone, IT security institute
AV-Test reported finding over 143
million new malware samples, an
estimated 12 million new variants
per month.5 With the threat horizon
evolving so quickly, you’ll need to
schedule regular reviews of your
security plan – or else you risk getting
caught flat-footed.
Step 5: Educate Your Users with
Continuous Security Awareness
Training and Testing
Lay out clear, documented policies
that cover exactly how you expect
your staff to use systems in a secure
manner. This gives you a framework
upon which to base security
procedures and processes for
your staff.

Pro Tip:
Bring an outside resource to
conduct a complete security
assessment, and help identify
all the needs and the risks
involved. Third-party security
specialists tend to be better
at staying up to date on all
the latest threats and industry
trends. They can also bring
a fresh perspective to this
important issue, and help
with implementation and
management of a business’
security solution.

4 National Cyber Security Alliance (2017). Implement a Cyber Security Plan, retrieved from https://staysafeonline.org/business-safe-online/implement-a-cybersecurity-plan/
5 Sjouwerman, Stu (2015, January 17). AV-TEST: “There are now 12 million new malware variants per month”, retrieved from https://blog.knowbe4.com/av-test-there-are-now-12million-new-malware-variants-per-month
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VI. All Covered –
Contact for a Consultation
All Covered provides comprehensive ongoing, preventative computer and network
support – ensuring steady performance metrics that keep your digital trust levels in
good standing.
Choose a customized support plan that satisfies your users, business requirements
and technical needs – while eliminating the hassle out of managing and maintaining
critical IT systems.

Call 866-446-1133 or visit www.allcovered.com
to find out how turning to All Covered may be
the best decision you can make.

Partnership.
Konica Minolta can help give shape to your ideas and partner with you to achieve your corporate
objectives. Contact us to realize opportunities in:
Information Management
Enterprise Content Management (ECM)
Document Management
Automated Workflow Solutions
Business Process Automation
Security and Compliance
Mobility
eDiscovery Services

IT Services
Application Services
Cloud Services
IT Security
Managed IT Services
IT Consulting & Projects

Technology
Office Multifunction Business Solutions
Commercial and Production Printers
3D Printers
Wide Format Printers
Laptops, Desktops and Computer Hardware
Servers and Networking Equipment
Managed Print Services (MPS)
Managed Enterprise Services
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